Edinburgh Meeting
23rd October 2012
Scottish Widows HQ, 69 Morrison Street, Edinburgh EH3 8YF

1230– 1330

Registration
Including light buffet lunch, Tea & Coffee in the Atrium

1330– 1345

Scottish Testing Group AGM
Open to BCS Members

1345– 1445

TDD – It’s not Tester Driven Development
Stephen Readman; Kevin Campbell

1445– 1500

Specialisterne Foundation
Thorkill Sonne

1500– 1530

Break
Tea & Coffee in the Atrium

1530– 1545

Managing the Cost of Testing
Mark Firth - Endava

1545– 1645

Creating Balance as a tester in Modern Times
George Wilkinson

1645 - 1700

Q&A - Wrap Up & Close
STG

www.scottest.org.uk

TDD – It’s not Tester Driven Development
Stephen Readman; Kevin Campbell

•When Scottish Lif e were introducing a rewrite of a
major consumer web platform, they worked with Sopra
Group, their testing partner, to provide a modern,
eff icient testing solution… with a number of interesting
by-products. Kevin (at that time head of testing at
Scottish Lif e) and Stephen have worked together since
2008 when Scottish Lif e Pensions (SLP) requested a
detailed formal Testing Review f rom Sopra Group. In
November 2011 Kevin enlisted Stephen’s help again to
provide technical test consultancy, specif ically around
the usage of Test Driven Development (TDD), on a key
SLP project. SLP are a Scrum based organisation where
TDD was a natural progression.

•The session looks at using Using Specif ication by
Example to achieve TDD and how the Three Amigos
‘conversation’ between Business… Tester…. Developer
is powerf ul when based around ‘living documentation’
and draws on work around Specification by Example by
Gojko Adzic and Rapid Software Testing techniques
delivered by James Bach and Michael Bolton
•It focuses on behaviours we noted during our journey
and the cultural changes required to achieve high quality
f rom each of the three perspectives. It will also ref erence
the sof tware used to harness teamwork and continuous
delivery/integration.
•If your company are intending on beginning a TDD
journey, if your company are in the middle of a TDD
journey, if you are seasoned in TDD there will be
something f or you all in here.
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Creating Balance as a tester in Modern Times
George Wilkinson

•Testing is tough, and as testers we are constantly being
challenged. With emerging technologies, time to market,
inadequate requirements and more; our time and
attention are in constant demand. However to help us
get by in our trade we are surrounded by f acts, f igures
and f ormulas, such as: text books, training courses and
so on to help us improve our skill-set of testing. Whilst
these are extremely important in order f or us to learn our
trade, they are simply not enough to allow us to survive
as both people and testers in the modern world of IT.
•This talk introduces the theory of the Tester’s Wheel; a
concept grown f rom an industry survey of over 500
years of combined testing experience by people working
in various industries. Each aspect of the wheel is
explained, how they inf luence us and how each element
must be better understood in order to develop the areas
we need to improve upon as testers. This helps us to
achieve a more balanced and constructive working lif e in
the f ast paced IT industry we work in today. Overall by
gaining a better balance as testers we help ensure that
the product is fit for purpose and that you, as the tester,
are f it f or the next project.
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The Scottish Testing Group would like to that our sponsors:

Endava is a leading IT services organisation, with
offices in Glasgow, London and New York and delivery
centres in Romania and Moldova that support the full
project lifecycle. Utilising our distributed agile delivery
model – TEAM and our promotional testing model PTM, we are able to deliver significant improvements
to quality and productivity resulting in our clients being
able to deliver substantially more for the same budget.
www.endava.com
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Travel Directions

Scottish Widows HQ,
69 Morrison Street,
Edinburgh EH3 8YF
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